About 25% of high-grade cervical intraepithelial neoplasias (CIN2/3) caused by human papillomavirus serotype 16 (HPV16) undergo complete spontaneous regression. However, to date, therapeutic vaccination strategies for HPV disease have yielded limited success when measured by their ability to induce robust peripheral blood T cell responses to vaccine antigen. We report marked immunologic changes in the target lesion microenvironment after intramuscular therapeutic vaccination targeting HPV16 E6/E7 antigens, in subjects with CIN2/3 who had modest detectable responses in circulating T lymphocytes. Histologic and molecular changes, including markedly (average threefold) increased intensity of CD8 + T cell infiltrates in both the stromal and epithelial compartments, suggest an effector response to vaccination. Postvaccination cervical tissue immune infiltrates included organized tertiary lymphoid-like structures in the stroma subjacent to residual intraepithelial lesions and, unlike infiltrates in unvaccinated lesions, showed evidence of proliferation induced by recognition of cognate antigen. At a molecular level, these histologic changes in the stroma were characterized by increased expression of genes associated with immune activation (CXCR3) and effector function (Tbet and IFNb), and were also associated with an immunologic signature in the overlying dysplastic epithelium. High-throughput T cell receptor sequencing of unmanipulated specimens identified clonal expansions in the tissue that were not readily detectable in peripheral blood. Together, these findings indicate that peripheral therapeutic vaccination to HPV antigens can induce a robust tissue-localized effector immune response, and that analyses of immune responses at sites of antigen are likely to be much more informative than analyses of cells that remain in the circulation.
INTRODUCTION
On a global scale, human papillomavirus (HPV), most commonly serotype 16 (HPV16), causes about 30% of cancers attributable to infectious pathogens (1) . Persistent infection with an oncogenic HPV genotype is associated with subsequent cancers of the cervix, vagina, vulva, anus, and oropharynx [reviewed in (2) ]. For many reasons, HPV infections are essentially endemic. Asymptomatic transmission occurs shortly after initiation of sexual intercourse (3) . Infections are anatomically restricted to mucosal epithelium, do not cause grossly visible lesions, and do not elicit systemic symptoms. The clinically indolent nature of these infections facilitates maintenance of a large herd burden of transmissible HPV.
Despite the availability of screening methods and the introduction of preventative HPV vaccines, high-grade squamous intraepithelial neoplasia, the precursor to invasive squamous cancers, remains common. Rates of preventive vaccination in eligible U.S. cohorts, young people aged 9 to 26 years, have been suboptimal; in 2010, less than half of adolescent girls aged 13 to 17 years had initiated vaccination, and the rates of vaccination are decreasing (4) . Moreover, the incidence of HPV-associated cancers in anatomic sites for which screening algorithms have not yet been identified, particularly in the oropharynx, is increasing steadily and will likely bypass that of cervical cancer in the near future (2) . In the end, although much has been learned about the immunobiology of HPV-associated disease, the problem of translation of this knowledge into strategies to prevent and treat disease remains unresolved.
High-grade cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN2/3) is a lesion that should be susceptible to an HPV-specific immune response. The development of cervical cancer and its precursor CIN lesions is associated with integration of the HPV genome into the host genome and subsequent expression of two HPV early gene products, E6 and E7, which inactivate p53 and pRb, respectively (5, 6) . Expression of both of these viral, "non-self" proteins is functionally required to initiate and maintain the transformed phenotype, thereby providing true tumorspecific antigenic targets (5, 6) .
Preinvasive, intraepithelial dysplastic lesions caused by HPV are clinically indolent. Whereas all cervical squamous carcinomas arise from untreated CIN2/3, not all CIN2/3 lesions progress to invasive cancer. We and others have reported that in a time frame of 4 to 6 months, 35% of CIN2/3 lesions undergo spontaneous regression (7, 8) . Lesions resulting from mono-infection with HPV16 were less likely to undergo regression than those caused by other HPV genotypes: in this time frame,~20 to 25% of HPV16-associated CIN2/3 lesions regressed. Regardless of whether or not lesions regressed, T cell responses to HPV16 E6 and E7 were marginal, requiring expansion by ex vivo sensitization for detection (9, 10) . The fact that neither the magnitude nor the breadth of naturally occurring T cell responses detected in the blood was a robust predictor of regression of preinvasive HPV disease of the cervix raised the question of whether immune cells in the lesional mucosa would be more informative.
Indeed, both the magnitude and distribution of CD8 + T cell infiltrates in dysplastic mucosa provided prognostic information. In persistent disease, CD8 + T cells were restricted to lesional stroma and failed to access the lesional epithelium. In contrast, dysplastic lesions that "permitted" CD8 + T cell access to the epithelial compartment were significantly more likely to undergo subsequent regression (11) . These observations suggested that, although CD8 T cells are likely to play a role in elimination of preinvasive, incipient HPV-associated neoplasia, access to lesional epithelium presents a critical obstacle.
Previous attempts to translate therapeutic vaccination strategies for HPV disease have yielded limited success by two standard measures of vaccine efficacy: (i) induction of robust peripheral blood T cell responses to vaccine antigen and (ii) correlation of peripheral blood immune responses with histologic regression of disease. Here, we report evidence of postvaccination immunologic changes in target lesions that suggest the induction of clinically relevant tissue-localized immune responses, despite modest detectable responses in circulating T lymphocytes. The identification of postvaccination changes in target lesions has practical implications for the design and interpretation of immunotherapeutic trials for preinvasive HPV disease.
RESULTS
Heterologous prime-boost vaccination targeting HPV16 E6/E7 is safe and tolerable in subjects with HPV16 + CIN2/3 lesions Healthy subjects with HPV16-associated CIN2/3 underwent peripheral vaccination with a heterologous DNA prime-recombinant vaccinia vector-based boost vaccination regimen administered intramuscularly in the deltoid muscle before a standard therapeutic resection. The regimen included two priming vaccinations with a DNA vaccine expressing HPV16 E7 (DNAE 7 ) at study weeks 0 and 4, followed by a recombinant vaccinia boost expressing HPV16 and HPV18 E6 and E7 (rVac E6E7 ; TA-HPV) at study week 8. At week 15, 7 weeks after the boost vaccination, subjects underwent a standard therapeutic resection of the cervical squamocolumnar junction.
A total of 12 patients in three treatment arms were evaluated (Table 1) . Demographics are presented in Table 2 . All subjects received 3 mg of DNAE 7 at entry and at week 4. At week 8, patients received one of three rVac E6E7 doses: 1.6 × 10 5 plaque-forming units (PFU) (cohort DDV1; n = 3), 1.6 × 10 6 PFU (cohort DDV2; n = 3), or 1.6 × 10 7 PFU (cohort DDV3; n = 6). Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were obtained at baseline and at weeks 8, 15, and 19. Rates and severity of injection site reactions during the 30 days after each vaccination and frequency of adverse events (AEs) are summarized in tables S1 and S2. All reported AEs were mild, and injection site reactions resolved without sequelae or intervention. One of three patients in each of the DDV1 and DDV2 cohorts had complete histologic regression at time of resection. In the highest dose cohort (DDV3), three of six patients had a complete histologic response.
Therapeutic vaccination elicits HPV-specific cellular immune responses in the blood Standard interferon-g (IFN-g) enzyme-linked immunospot (ELISpot) assays (12, 13) were performed to determine the number of antigenspecific IFN-g-secreting cells in response to stimulation with HPV16 or HPV18 E6 and E7 peptide pools. As shown in Fig. 1 , after three vaccinations, one of three subjects who received the low-dose boost vaccination, all three subjects who received the intermediate-dose boost vaccination, and three of six subjects who received the full-dose boost vaccination mounted vaccine-induced HPV16-specific cellular immune responses. Overall, seven subjects (58%) developed cellular immune responses detectable by ELISpot. Peak responses were modest, in the range of 50 to 150 spot-forming units (SFUs) per 10 6 PBMCs. However, using this assay, increased responses were restricted to HPV16 E7, suggesting that the DNA vaccine, which targeted only the HPV16 E7 antigen, might indeed have a priming effect.
Intracellular cytokine staining (ICS) assays identified HPV16-and/or HPV18-specific IFN-g-producing CD8 and CD4 T cells in one of three subjects in the low-dose boost cohort, in two of three subjects in the intermediate-dose boost cohort, and in four of six subjects in the fulldose boost cohort (Fig. 1) . Sufficient cells were available to perform additional phenotyping studies on T cells cultured briefly with either HPV16 or HPV18 peptides, which demonstrated induction of T helper 1 (T H 1)-biased responses in CD3   +   CD4  + and CD3   +   CD8 + cells (Fig. 1 , B and C, and fig. S1 ). One subject (3009) in the low-dose cohort had a preexisting endogenous immune response to HPV18. The kinetics of response in this patient and in subjects in the full-dose cohort suggest that the timing of the peripheral blood draws in relationship to vaccination is an important variable in detecting responses. Most of the vaccine responses were identified in the week 15 specimens (that is, after the boost vaccination), as opposed to the earlier time point (weeks 8 to 10), which would have reflected responses after two DNA vaccinations. However, this assay detected responses to the boost vaccine antigen, HPV18, as well as to HPV16, suggesting that it may be a more sensitive indicator of immunogenicity in the blood.
Tissue CD8
+ T cell infiltrates in the target lesion increase after vaccination In unvaccinated persistent CIN2/3, we and others have found that tissue T cells are relatively restricted to the stromal compartment immediately subjacent to dysplastic epithelium (11, 14) . This pattern of T cell distribution in unvaccinated lesions is consistent with non-antigen-specific recruitment to virally infected mucosa via a chemokine gradient. In contrast, in the postvaccination tissue specimens, the intensity of CD8 + T cell infiltration into lesions increased markedly both in the dysplastic epithelium and in the underlying stromal compartment (P = 0.0020) (Fig. 2) . These infiltrates were localized in foci of residual dysplasia, not in immediately adjacent normal mucosa. Within-subject increases in tissue CD8 + T cells were significantly greater than the increases we have reported previously in unvaccinated subjects followed over the same time frame (P = 0.0300, fig. S2 ) (11) . These infiltrates included increased absolute numbers of Tbet + cells, suggestive of an effector T cell response. Intraepithelial CD8 + infiltrates were associated with histologic features of apoptosis in lesional epithelial cells. In contrast, the intensity of Foxp3 + infiltrates did not change significantly, resulting in an increased ratio of effector to Foxp3 + cells (P = 0.0488). To explore the association between the intensity of tissue T cell infiltrates and immune responses in the blood, we calculated the Pearson correlations between lesional epithelial and stromal CD8 infiltrates before and after vaccination, and peripheral blood immune responses to HPV16 E6 and E7 at baseline (before vaccination), at 8 weeks (T8), at the time of resection at week 15 (T15), and postoperatively at week 19 (T19). We found a strong association between intraepithelial CD8 infiltrates at baseline (T0) and the magnitude of T cell response to E6 in the blood after vaccination, at week 15 (r = 0.742, P = 0.0057) and at week 19 (r = 0.751, P = 0.0049). These comparisons also identified a strong correlation between the intensity of lesional stromal CD8 infiltrates at baseline and peripheral blood T cell response to E7 at week 19 (r = 0.755, P = 0.0045). Finally, in subjects who had foci of residual disease at week 15, we found that peripheral blood responses to E6 at weeks 15 and 19 correlated with increased intraepithelial CD8 infiltrates compared to baseline (week 15: r = 0.788, P = 0.0023; week 19: r = 0.76, P = 0.004). These findings suggest that detectable peripheral blood responses to vaccination in the setting of established preinvasive disease may reflect potentially effective, endogenous priming at the site of the lesion.
In vaccinated patients, the cervix is infiltrated by activated effector memory T cells with potent effector functions We used flow cytometry phenotyping to compare the frequencies of T cell subsets isolated from fresh tissue explants as described previously (15) fig. S3 ). Using this method, we found differences in the ratio of effector (CD8) to regulatory T (T reg ) cells in these specimens that were congruent with the image analysis data. The ratio of CD8/T reg cells was lower in vaccine-naïve persistent dysplasia, compared to normal tissue, and this ratio was reversed in postvaccination resections. Cervical tissue T cells isolated from vaccinated subjects had an activated (CD69 + ), effector memory (CCR7 − /L-selectin − ) phenotype, and produced T H 1 cytokines IFN-g and tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a). All expressed the a 4 b 7 homing integrin.
Tissue T cells in vaccinated subjects form tertiary lymphoid structures and show characteristics associated with in vivo activation via T cell receptor engagement with cognate antigen In many human solid tumors, the presence of ectopic tertiary lymphoid structures (TLSs) is associated with favorable prognosis (16) (17) (18) . We found that postvaccination changes in target lesions not only included increased intensity of CD8 + T cell infiltrates in foci of residual dysplastic epithelium but also were organized in distinct lymphoid aggregates, which included, in many cases, germinal centers (Fig. 4) . In unvaccinated, persistent CIN2/3, the tissue lymphoid infiltrates localized in the stroma subjacent to dysplastic epithelium are diffuse and are not commonly organized into TLSs. In the postvaccination tissue sections, the TLSs, similar to lymph nodes, were associated with high endothelial venules, structures that mediate lymphocyte recruitment, and are also associated with favorable prognosis (19) .
The intensity and pattern of tissue CD8 + infiltrates also suggested activation via recognition of cognate antigen. Quantitative image analyses comparing pre-and postvaccination lesional tissue in individual subjects showed that, after vaccination, tissue T cells had strongly increased expression of Ki67 (P = 0.0062), a phenotype of recent proliferation as a consequence of activation by T cell receptor (TCR) engagement (20) (Fig. 4) , providing indirect evidence of activation via cognate antigen.
Histologic changes in lesional stroma in vaccinated subjects are associated with a molecular signature of immune activation in both the stromal and epithelial compartments To assess the functional polarization of tissue T cells in postvaccination tissue lymphoid aggregates, we laser capture microdissected epithelium and subjacent stroma from tissue sections from normal cervical mucosa, from unvaccinated dysplastic mucosa, and from vaccinated subjects who had residual dysplasia. Targeted analyses of genes associated with immune cell phenotype (CD8b, CD4, Foxp3, and CCR7), activation (CD25, CD69, CD137, and CXCR3), polarization (Tbet, GATA3, Foxp3, RORgt, and BCL6), and function (PRF1, GZMB, IFN-g, and IFN-b) were carried out on laser capture microdissected epithelium and the immediately subjacent stroma from normal cervix, unvaccinated HPV16 + CIN3, and from postvaccination HPV16 + CIN2/3 sections containing TLSs ( Fig. 5 and table S3 ). In vaccinated subjects, although this strategy resulted in stroma that was enriched for TLSs, the microdissected material also contained admixed stromal elements, including fibroblasts, macrophages, and vascular structures.
The relative expression of transcripts for CD8 and CD4 was internally congruent with quantitative IHC data. CD8 mRNA was increased in unvaccinated persistent CIN2/3 compared to normal mucosa and was even greater in vaccinated subjects. CD4 mRNA transcripts increased slightly in unvaccinated lesions compared to normal tissue and did not change significantly in vaccinated subjects. The consistency between groups for the intensity of infiltrates and the expression of transcripts suggested that the microdissections were accurate and that the quality of material was sufficient to draw conclusions from measures of other genes. In the stroma subjacent to persistent CIN2/3 from subjects in the unvaccinated cohort, we found down-regulated expression of genes associated with immune cell activation (CXCR3), T H 1 polarization such as Tbet (TBX21), and antiviral activity (IFN-g and IFN-b). These findings were consistent with our previously published quantitative IHC data demonstrating increased CD8 + infiltrates that were nonetheless restricted to lesional stroma in unvaccinated subjects (11) . In contrast, in the postvaccination tissue sections that contained TLSs, the molecular signature suggested immune cell activation (CXCR3) and T H 1 polarization (TBX21, IFN-g, and IFN-b). Similar to the CD8 and CD4 data, the changes in Tbet and Foxp3 were internally congruent with our quantitative image analyses of IHC in the same set of specimens.
We found evidence of a postvaccination immunologic effect not only in stromal tissue but also in the overlying dysplastic epithelium. Specifically, gene transcripts for CD8b, TBX21, IFN-g, IFN-b, and CXCR3 were up-regulated in postvaccination dysplastic epithelium compared to unvaccinated lesions. These image analysis-guided gene expression data suggest that by 7 weeks after vaccination, the epithelial compartment of dysplastic lesions is infiltrated with effector T cells that are activated and proliferating and could mediate an effect against epithelial targets expressing HPV genes.
After vaccination, clonally expanded TCRs are disproportionately represented in mucosal tissue compared to the blood To assess the repertoire of peripheral blood and tissue T cells, we determined the amino acid sequences in the hypervariable complementaritydetermining region 3 (CDR3) of the TCR b chain (TCRB) in a subset + and Foxp3 + infiltrates, and the ratio of CD8/Foxp3 + cells in epithelium (e) and stroma (s) of CIN3, before and after vaccination, in all study subjects. Data from bar graphs are means of 3 to 10 regions of interest (ROIs) quantitated per tissue compartment per subject. Error bars show SEM. P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, Wilcoxon signed rank test. Scale bars, 50 mm.
of subject-matched tissue and peripheral blood T cells by highthroughput sequencing. Genomic DNA was extracted from peripheral blood T lymphocytes and cervical tissue from three subjects whose postvaccination resection specimens had an activated immune signature in the residual lesional mucosa and from an unvaccinated subject. Amplification and sequencing of TCRB CDR3 regions was carried out on the ImmunoSEQ platform at Adaptive Biotechnologies as previously described (21) .
Several measures suggested that the tissue T cells were not composed of transudate from the blood but rather reflected a process of selection, presumably mediated at least in part by tissue-localized antigens. First, the diversity of the T cell clonal repertoire in each specimen was estimated using the empirical Bayesian method described previously by Daley and Smith (21, 22) . The diversity of the TCR repertoire in the tissue was highly restricted compared to the blood (Fig. 6A) . We then compared the frequencies of clonally expanded TCR CDR3 sequences and the degree of overlap (that is, shared TCR sequences) in tissue and blood T cells. Although many of the clonally expanded TCRs detected in vaccinated tissue could also be found in subject-matched peripheral blood, the shared sequences comprised a greater percentage of the repertoire in the tissue compared to the blood (Fig. 6B) . Tissueperipheral blood paired specimens from vaccinated subjects also had significantly greater overlap of shared TCRs than unvaccinated persistent HPV16 + CIN2/3 (Fig. 6C) . Indeed, many TCRs that either were detectable with very low frequency or were undetectable in the blood were highly expanded in the tissue ( fig. S4) . Conversely, many clonally expanded TCRs in the blood were not detectable in subjectmatched tissue.
Although the samples were too small to allow assessment of the specificity of the tissue T cells, we reasoned that if the lesion-localized T cell activation and proliferation was the result of stimulation by the same lesion-associated antigens, then we might find shared TCR sequences between vaccinated subjects whose residual lesions contained stromal TLSs and who shared HLA alleles. Indeed, we found shared TCR gene usage between tissue T cells of vaccinated subjects who shared HLA alleles (Fig. 6D and Table 3 ) as well as in the blood. In contrast, when we compared TCR sequences in an unvaccinated and a vaccinated subject who shared HLA A201, we identified overlap only in the blood. Together, these findings suggest that the T cell repertoire in the postvaccination tissue is both local and specific. 
DISCUSSION
Here, we report qualitative and quantitative changes in the intensity, frequency, and localization of immune cells in CIN2/3 target lesions subsequent to systemic therapeutic vaccination. By conventional measures of vaccination "success," specifically, vaccine antigen-specific T cell responses in the blood and/or complete regression of disease, these subjects would have been considered "failures." However, in the target lesions, we measured marked changes in immune parameters known to be associated with better prognosis, despite modest detectable T cell responses to vaccine antigen in circulating peripheral blood T cells. Vaccination was followed by increased lesional intraepithelial CD8 infiltrates composed of clonally expanded TCRs disproportionately represented compared to in the blood and were associated with TLSs, evidence of proliferation and activation mediated by TCR engagement by cognate antigen, and expression of genes associated with a T H 1 response.
In unvaccinated patients with solid tumors, the quality of immune response in the tumor microenvironment has been shown to provide prognostic information that is not readily obvious in the blood (16, 26) . Relevant parameters associated with improved clinical outcomes in treatment settings using conventional anticancer modalities include intratumoral CD3 + CD8 + infiltrates, T cells with an antigen-experienced phenotype (CD45RO + ), a T H 1 molecular signature (IFNg, IL-12, Tbet, and IRF1), cytotoxic effector molecules (granzymes, perforin, and granulysin), chemokines that play a role in recruiting effector immune cells (CX3CL1, CXCL9, CXCL10, CCL5, and CCL2), and TLSs (16, (26) (27) (28) . Colocalized high endothelial venules, a vessel characteristic of lymph node structures, are also detected in tumor stroma in regions with T cell infiltrates and are also independently associated with improved overall survival (16, 29) . Efforts to standardize a tissue immune "phenotype" are under way (30) . The marked changes in cervical mucosal tissue in our study subjects suggested that many features associated with better prognosis had been induced by vaccination. These included a constellation of histologic changes in conjunction with molecular analyses that together suggest ongoing adaptive responses that are not only localized in tissue compared to the blood but also qualitatively and quantitatively different from unvaccinated CIN2/3 lesions.
The presence of an immune response in the tissue that is not readily detectable in the peripheral blood is likely to reflect both characteristics of the immune response to HPV E6 and E7 antigens, as well as issues associated with therapeutic vaccination. Although E6 and E7 are foreign proteins, not "self," to date, they have not appeared to be highly immunogenic, at least in the context of most previously tested vaccine vectors. Whether this lack of "immunogenicity" reflects the underlying T cell repertoire or limitations of the processing and presentation of epitopes derived from these proteins remains to be determined. The problem of immunogenicity may be addressed in part by emerging clinical data from trials testing therapeutic DNA vaccination delivered via electroporation (31) . Recent data reporting safety, tolerability, and immunogenicity of DNA vaccination targeting HPV16 and HPV18 E6 and E7, delivered using electroporation in subjects without evidence of disease, demonstrate significant induction of antigen-specific cytotoxic T cells, detectable directly ex vivo. Phase 2 studies of vaccination before resection, similar to the design of this study, are ongoing (NCT01304524).
It is worth emphasizing that therapeutic vaccination differs from prophylactic vaccination in that the antigenic target is already expressed in peripheral tissues at the time of vaccination. Our data and those from therapeutic vaccination trials in patients with vulvar intraepithelial neoplasia (VIN) suggest a model in which vaccine-induced cellular immune responses encounter antigen in peripheral tissue and are retained at the site. Two recent clinical trials testing therapeutic vaccination in subjects with HPV-induced VIN, in whom the expected rate of regression is less than 5% (23), reported complete response rates 10-fold greater (47 and 63%, respectively) than what would be expected in unvaccinated subjects (24, 25) . The design of these trials differed from previously published trials in that the observation period for a clinical response was 52 weeks, which was a far longer time frame than conventional designs. However, despite encouraging clinical outcomes, immune responses to HPV E6 and E7 required ex vivo manipulation for detection and were of modest magnitude, similar to the findings from analyses of unvaccinated persons with HPV disease. Our findings of tissue-sequestered immunologic shifts may explain in part the conundrum of subjects who had clearly "responded" to systemic therapeutic vaccination, as manifested by complete regression of high-grade dysplasia, yet had systemic T cell responses that required sophisticated ex vivo approaches for detection.
Our findings suggest that there is much to be learned about the dynamics of responses to vaccination in humans, particularly in settings in which there is a tissue reservoir of the antigen being targeted. The finding that the intensity of tissue CD8 + infiltrates before vaccination was associated with the magnitude of peripheral blood responses 8 and 12 weeks after the boost vaccination was unexpected and suggested that the vaccine responses detectable in the blood could represent a boosted anamnestic response, rather than a de novo primary response to vaccination. The results also suggest that the timing of when the peripheral blood is drawn after vaccination affects the likelihood of detecting antigenspecific T cells, because the response appears to sequester significantly in the site of the persistent antigen. Although the ability to compare pre-and postvaccination tissue specimens in vaccinated subjects did provide a valuable opportunity to query tissue sections for proof of principle, resection in this time frame essentially censored histologic endpoint analyses. Our clinical endpoints were dictated by a clear priority for patient safety. Therapeutic resections were scheduled for 7 weeks after the third vaccination because this time frame is within the standard of care for treating CIN2/3 in a noninvestigational setting. However, our findings have practical implications for the design and interpretation of clinical trials testing therapies for preinvasive HPV disease. Because intraepithelial infiltrates are associated with subsequent regression, and because an increase in intraepithelial CD8 infiltrates was associated with detectable responses to HPV in the blood, a monitoring strategy that incorporated features of a "tissue response," such as increased intraepithelial CD8 infiltrates, in conjunction with a measure of "peripheral blood response," such as increased ELISpot response to vaccine antigen, could potentially be used to inform clinical studies of therapeutic HPV vaccines. The quantitative image analyses we describe can be performed using reagents and methods available in any surgical pathology laboratory.
Tissue-based analyses of clinical specimens are limited by the small absolute size of available tissue, because the first principle is to not compromise the ability to make an accurate pathological diagnosis. The development of sophisticated, high-throughput analytic technologies now provides opportunities to derive a great deal of information directly ex vivo from limited specimens of unmanipulated cells. These studies hold great promise for enhancing our understanding of mechanisms of immune cell recruitment, repertoire, functional polarization, and cell retention, but must be informed and guided meticulously by tissue image analyses to minimize the odds of deriving data sets that could obscure or mask a dynamic clinical picture. In the case of our specimens, assessment of the repertoire of tissue-localized T cells was technically challenging because the absolute number of cells that could be isolated from small explants was too low to carry out conventional measures of specificity, such as ELISpot or flow cytometric analyses of cells stimulated with antigen. Although ex vivo expansion of tissue T cells would have provided more cells, published methods indicate that the cells that expanded would have represented a subset of cervical tissue T cells, in terms of repertoire, as well as phenotype and function (32, 33) . The paired tissue and blood TCR sequence analyses in this sample set were carried out using genomic DNA extracted from unmanipulated cells. Data derived from carefully selected regions of tissue subsets will yield different information than those derived from whole tissue samples. These types of studies, although timeconsuming and laborious, will be critical to expanding our understanding of mechanisms by which peripheral tissues may sustain relevant immune responses to peripheral manipulation, for example, vaccination, including epitope spreading (17, 34, 35) . These types of studies may be especially important in the case of tumors with high rates of mutation, such as adenocarcinomas and squamous cancers of the lung (36) . Tissue-based studies will also identify therapeutic barriers in the lesional microenvironment that can be targeted in concert with immune-based therapies for HPV disease.
Intraepithelial lesions associated with HPV are clinically indolent and are also directly accessible-two features that could also allow for making clinical management decisions based on tissue monitoring. Because colposcopically directed biopsies are much less invasive or destructive than a cone resection, patients whose lesional biopsies showed evidence of an effector immune response could potentially be monitored and saved from more invasive surgery, whereas patients whose lesions did not manifest an effector response could proceed to therapeutic resection. However, these kinds of treatment management decisions will be predicated on a better understanding of what constitutes a clinically meaningful tissue immune response. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ethics statement
The clinical trial protocols were reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Board at Johns Hopkins Hospital (NA_00002176, NA_00023308). All study participants gave written informed consent before undergoing screening for study eligibility and enrollment. This trial is listed at http://www.clinicaltrials.gov (NCT00788164).
Patient demographics and trial design
Twelve subjects with HPV16 + CIN2/3 were enrolled in this phase 1, open-label clinical trial designed to assess the safety, tolerability, and immunogenicity of priming vaccination with DNA vaccine targeting HPV16 E7, followed by escalating doses of a boost vaccination with recombinant vaccinia targeting HPV16 and HPV18 E6 and E7 (TA-HPV). Standard therapeutic resection of lesions was performed 7 weeks after the boost vaccination. Eligibility criteria included ability to give informed consent, immune competence, HIV seronegativity, nonpregnant status, and presence of residual, visible lesion after a colposcopically directed, biopsy-confirmed diagnosis of CIN2/3. Patients included in this analysis had lesions associated with HPV16, the genotype most commonly associated with cervical cancer and its precursor lesions. Eligible subjects were assigned to a treatment cohort and received intramuscular vaccination at study weeks 0 and 4 with 3 mg of pNGVL4a-sig/E7(detox)/HSP70. At week 8, patients received one of three rVac E6E7 (TA-HPV) doses: 1.6 × 10 5 PFU (cohort DDV1; n = 3), 1.6 × 10 6 PFU (cohort DDV2; n = 3), or 1.6 × 10 7 PFU (cohort DDV3; n = 6), administered intramuscularly in the deltoid muscle. After vaccination with TA-HPV, the vaccination site was covered with an occlusive dressing (Opsite Flexigrid, Smith & Nephew).
Patients were observed for 30 min after each vaccination. Patients were given diary cards and instructed to record any local or systemic AEs daily for 4 weeks. All safety data, including injection site reactions and AEs, were reviewed by the institutional Data Safety and Monitoring Board and submitted for regular review to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. Standard therapeutic resection of the cervical squamocolumnar junction was performed at week 15.
Primary endpoints included standard safety and tolerability endpoints as defined in CTCAE v4.0. Secondary endpoints included histologic regression, defined as no CIN2/3 in the resection specimen, and immune response to vaccine antigens. Immunogenicity was assessed by HPV16 and HPV18 E6/E7-specific IFN-g ELISpot assay and flow cytometric assays for IFN-g, granzyme B, and perforin with cryopreserved PBMCs obtained at screening (T0), at study weeks 8 to 10 (T2), at study week 15 (T3), and at study week 19 (T4).
Study vaccines pNGVL4a-sig/E7(detox)/HSP70 is a plasmid DNA construct used previously as a stand-alone vaccination in a previous phase 1 clinical trial in a similar cohort (37) . It was manufactured under Good Manufacturing Practices by the National Cancer Institute (NCI) Rapid Access to Interventional Development program and met all acceptance criteria for release. It is composed of a closed circular DNA plasmid expressing HPV16 E7 mutated at amino acids 24 and 26, linked to sequences coding for sig and for HSP70.
TA-HPV is a live attenuated recombinant vaccinia virus expressing HPV16 and HPV18 E6 and E7 (38) . It is composed of fused E6 and E7 open reading frames of HPV16 and HPV18, each under the control of a vaccinia promoter, in the Wyeth strain of vaccinia. The E7 sequence is mutated so that capacity to bind to retinoblastoma protein is abrogated. The fused gene products have been shown to have no transforming activity. Vaccine was manufactured and released by Cantab (now Celtic Pharma). Production, analysis, and storage were carried out under Good Manufacturing Practice standards. Clinical trials testing this vaccine in a range of patient cohorts have been previously reported (38) (39) (40) (41) . Vaccination in estimated doses of 1.6 × 10 5 , 1.6 × 10 6 , or 1.6 × 10 7 PFU was administered intramuscularly in the deltoid muscle.
Endpoint evaluations
Colposcopy was performed at week 15, 7 weeks after the third vaccination. A standard therapeutic resection of the cervical squamocolumnar junction (either a cold knife conization or a loop electrosurgical excisional procedure) was performed. A frozen section was obtained from one radial section of the resection, and only if the pathologist did not have any suspicion of invasion, the flash-frozen tissue was banked, and an adjacent 2-mm sliver was reserved for explant cultures as previously described (11) .
Immunologic analyses of PBMC samples
PBMCs were prioritized first to the IFN-g ELISpot assay. Sufficient quantities were available to conduct assays using peptides spanning the four antigens separately, to allow estimation of individual response against each antigen. In one subject in the full-dose boost cohort, two time points were not available, because the patient was unable to keep those study visits. The remaining samples were used for ICS assays. No subject was excluded for reasons other than sample availability.
ELISpot assays were performed by the University of Pennsylvania Human Immunology Core Facility using a qualified protocol as previously described (42) . The standard ELISpot protocol with 24-hour peptide stimulation was previously cross-validated across different laboratories (43) and was adapted for use with HPV-specific peptide pools. Differences between the above-referenced protocol and the protocol used in the current study relate only to the use of HPV peptides as the stimulating antigen. Specifically, the current protocol used two sets of peptides, each containing 15-amino acid residues overlapping by 8 amino acids representing the entire consensus E6/E7 fusion protein sequence of HPV16 or HPV18, and were pooled at a concentration of 2 mg/ml per peptide into two pools, spanning the length of the E6 and E7 antigens, respectively (44, 45) . The average number of SFUs counted in R10 wells was subtracted from the average in individual HPV peptide wells and then adjusted to 1 × 10 6 PBMCs for each HPV peptide pool. To summarize the T cell ELISpot data, immune responses to each individual antigen were reported. For each time point, the mean number of SFUs from triplicate wells with PBMCs incubated with medium alone (background) was subtracted from the means of PBMCs stimulated with HPV16 or HPV18 E6 or E7 peptides. After subtracting medium control, a positive response was defined as at least 20 SFUs/10 6 PBMCs and greater than two times the SD of the prevaccination antigenspecific response.
Intracellular cytokine staining ICS was performed as previously described (46) 
IHC staining of tissue sections
Tissue in paraffin blocks that was residual after histopathologic diagnoses had been finalized was prioritized first for IHC evaluation. After sections were obtained for CD8, Foxp3, and Ki67 IHC, sections were cut for laser capture microdissection from tissue blocks with sufficient residual material. Five-micrometer sections were cut from formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue from prevaccination (diagnostic biopsy) and from the postvaccination resection (7 weeks after the third vaccination). Heat-based Ag retrieval was performed for 30 min, followed by blocking endogenous peroxidase with 0.3% H 2 O 2 and incubation with primary antibody. Primary antibodies were detected with the PowerVision+ Poly-HRP IHC Detection System (Leica Biosystems), as per the manufacturer's instructions. After incubation with detection reagents, diaminobenzidine was used as a chromogen, and Harris hematoxylin was used as a counterstain. The following primary antibodies were used: CD8 (clone 4B11, Leica Biosystems, dilution 1:500, incubation overnight at 4°C), Tbet (clone 4B10, BD Biosciences, dilution 1:500, incubation overnight at 4°C), Foxp3 (clone 236A/E7, eBioscience, dilution 1:50, incubation overnight at 4°C), Ki67 (clone MIB-1, Dako, dilution 1:400, incubation overnight at 4°C), PNAd (clone MECA-79, BD Biosciences, dilution 1:100, incubation overnight at 4°C), CD3 (clone SP7, Novus Biologicals, dilution 1:100, incubation for 4 hours at room temperature), and CD20 (clone L26, Dako, dilution 1:600, incubation for 30 min at room temperature).
Quantitation of tissue immune cells in histologic sections
Images were captured with a Nikon E600 microscope/Plan Fluor ×20/0.50 ocular and a DXM1200f Nikon digital camera. ROIs were delineated in normal epithelium, stroma immediately beneath normal epithelium, CIN2/3 epithelium, and stroma immediately beneath CIN2/3 with the NIS Elements AR3 imaging software (Nikon). Chromogen was quantitated by normalization against the area of the ROI (mm 2 ). At least 3 and up to 10 discrete ROIs were quantified in each compartment in each case. The mean density of chromogen staining for each compartment for each case was calculated and used for statistical comparisons between groups.
Phenotype analyses of tissue T cells derived from fresh tissue explants Primary tissue explants were obtained from surgical resection specimens. Normal mucosa obtained on banking protocol governing acquisition of residual tissue after standard diagnostic sections had been obtained. Tissue explants were obtained from standard therapeutic resections of the cervical squamocolumnar junction, and only if the surgical pathologists had no suspicion of invasive disease on a frozen section, a 2-mm section of fresh tissue immediately adjacent to the frozen section was reserved. Primary tissue explants were cultured using the method of Clark et al. (15) . Flow cytometry analysis of cervical T cells was performed using directly conjugated monoclonal antibodies obtained from BioLegend (CD3, CD4, CD8, CD45RO, CD45RA, and L-selectin/ CD62L), R&D Systems (CCR7), and the National Institutes of Health (NIH) AIDS Reagent Program (a 4 b 7 and ACT-1). Analysis of flow cytometry samples was performed on BD Biosciences FACScan or FACSCanto instruments, and data were analyzed with FACSDiva software (version 5.1, BD Biosciences).
Laser capture microdissection Laser capture microdissection was used to segregate epithelium and subjacent stroma from 10-mm sections cut from paraffin-embedded tissue. Sections were mounted onto PALM MembraneSlides that had been pretreated with RNase-ZAP and irradiated (Zeiss MembraneSlide 1.0 PEN; 415101-4401-050). Laser capture microdissection was performed with the Axiovert 200 M (PALM MicroBeam) microdissection system (Zeiss), using PALM Robo v3.2 software. ROIs were delineated by free-hand tracing and catapulted into the cap of a 0.5-ml AdhesiveCap 500 opaque tube (Zeiss 415101-4400-255).
Quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction RNA samples were prepared from microdissected formalin-fixed sections with the AllPrep DNA/RNA FFPE kit (Qiagen). The amount and purity of RNA were verified with the NanoDrop ND-1000 spectrophotometer (Isogen) and calculated by the ratio of the readings at 260 and 280 nm (A 260 /A 280 ). The average A 260 /A 280 ratio for the samples tested was 1.92 (range, 1.6 to 2.2), and the average concentration of RNA was 10.1 ng/ml (range, 4.2 to 14.6 ng/ml). First-strand complementary DNA (cDNA) synthesis was produced with the ABI High Capacity RNA-to-cDNA Kit (Applied Biosystems). Preamplification was carried out with 300 ng of cDNA, TaqMan Custom PreAmp pools, and TaqMan PreAmp Master Mix (Applied Biosystems). The reaction conditions were as follows: denaturation step at 95°C for 10 min, followed by 14 cycles of 95°C for 15 s and 60°C for 4 min. Upon completion, samples were immediately removed from the thermal cycler, placed on ice, and diluted 1:20. Quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) was carried out on preamplified cDNA samples in a final volume of 20 ml in 96-well plates with the Applied Biosystems Prism 7900HT TaqMan instrument. The reaction mixture was composed of diluted preamplified cDNA sample, TaqMan Gene Expression Master Mix, and TaqMan Gene Expression Assays for CD4 (Hs00181217_m1), CD8B (Hs00174762_m1), Foxp3 (Hs01085834_m1), TBX21 (Hs00203436_m1), IFNG (Hs00989291_m1), IFNB1 (Hs01077958_s1), CCR7 (Hs01013469_m1), PRF1 (Hs00169473_m1), GZMB (Hs00188051_m1), CXCR3 (Hs01847760_s1), CD25 (Hs00907777_m1), CD69 (Hs00934033_m1), CD137 (Hs00155512_m1), GATA3 (Hs00231122_m1), RORC (Hs01076112_m1), and BCL6 (Hs00277037_m1) (Applied Biosystems). Cycling conditions were as follows: denaturation at 95°C for 10 min, followed by 40 cycles of 95°C for 15 s and 60°C for 60 s. GAPDH was used as an internal control gene to normalize the reaction for the amount of RNA added to the reverse transcription reactions. Each real-time PCR was performed in duplicate. The entire preamplification/qRT-PCR procedure was repeated on a subset of genes for which sufficient residual material permitted, with similar results.
TCR sequencing
The sequences for both the TCRB CDR3 regions were delineated according to the definition established by the International ImMunoGeneTics collaboration (47) . Sequences that did not match CDR3 sequences were removed from the analysis. A standard algorithm was used to identify which V, D, and J segments contributed to each TCRB CDR3 sequence (47) . In both the blood and the tissue samples, the sample of T cells was a subsampling of a larger set of T cells. The total T cell repertoire was estimated using the unseen species model, a computational approach originally developed by Fisher et al. (48) , and adapted using TCRB CDR3 sequences as individual species (21) .
Statistical analyses
The sample size for the clinical protocol was based on a standard 3 + 3 dose-finding design with three dosing levels and an additional three individuals at the maximally tolerated dose. Given the low toxicity levels observed in previous DNA vaccine studies, the expected sample size was 12 patients: 9 for dose escalation and 3 for the maximally tolerated dose. Within-subject quantitative tissue analyses of immune cell subsets were assessed using Wilcoxon signed rank tests. Differences in quantitative endpoints between groups were assessed using the Wilcoxon rank sum test. Correlations were determined using Pearson correlations. Two-sided testing with a significance level of P < 0.05 was used for all analyses.
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